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THE EMPEROR WEARS NO CLOTHES 

Lawful rebellion and the practical application of the law (Plus three complete examples 
of successful processes used, most of the replies and all of the notices we served).

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason 
from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his 
banner openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly 
whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. 
For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his victims, and 
he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in 
the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in 
the night to undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can 
no longer resist. A murderer is less to fear.”
 ― Marcus Tullius Cicero
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This publication has been written in layman’s terms as much as possible to provide the reader 
with the necessary tools to stand up against an incredibly corrupt system of administration in 
Britain and the commonwealth today, peacefully and whilst standing entirely under the protection
of the law using nothing but legal evidenced facts. Please understand that the common law 
judicial system in Britain and the commonwealth has been systematically dismantled since at 
least 1848 when the grand juries were removed from service. The grand jury process is a 
fundamental part of the law of the land and should never have been allowed to be replaced by the 
corporate magistrate courts that we have today, especially without the consent of the people. 
More on this later. To change ANY constitutional safeguard without first obtaining the consent of 
the people is treason. High treason is to hand over the authority and decision making processes 
which governs the people to any foreign entity, without first being beaten in open battle. What 
most people consider to be law these days is not law at all.

The ‘banksters’ have sought to take control over governments for many generations now, and 
have largely succeeded in doing so on a global scale by controlling the flow of information, 
education, wealth, and by manipulating common concepts. Amchel Rothschild quote, “Give me 
control of a nation’s money supply, and I care not who makes its laws,”. Illegal wars have been 
created by false flag terrorism events that are destroying other sovereign nations on earth, its a 
war on sovereignty as there is no place for sovereignty within the “Big Society” Camoron 
mentioned. Millions of civilians have been culled in the middle east by our so called leaders, 
done in our names under the guise of a war on terrorism, but many lives are also being destroyed 
at home more covertly, although it is being done in plain sight if we care to look at all the 
evidence. I don’t intend to go into all of the problems here. ALL true law in Britain and the 
commonwealth is protected by the constitution which was created by the peoples uprisings 
against tyranny in the past. The law also complies with the 10 commandments in the Christian 
faith which is at the heart of British law.

The constitution is consented too by the good people because it is natural law, it guarantees 
justice for all and is very simple to understand. It protects the innocent and vulnerable and is 
simply common sense. The sovereign peoples of Britain and the commonwealth consent to be 
‘governed’ by the common laws of the realm because they are just, not ‘ruled’ by corporate 
policies that do not comply with the constitution and are unjust, which is what we have going on 
today. It is not denied by those pretending to be in service to the people that we are policed by 
consent in Britain. This simply means as said, we consent to be governed by a fair and just system
of service as subjects of a constitutional monarchy under the common laws and customs of the 
realm. The monarchy today is anything but constitutional therefore we all have a duty under the 
law (Article 61 MC 1215) to reject the crown until the constitution is once again properly 
observed. We have a duty to ourselves, ancestors and to those yet unborn to safeguard the laws 
that protect us all equally against injustices.

My name is David Robinson and I have been standing in open rebellion against the crown (as 
demanded by law) since March 2010. I have enjoyed a 100% success rate with every process that 
I have completed by using Article 61 of the Magna Carta against all demands made upon me (and
upon others) by the present illegal administration. I have acted successfully with power of 
attorney for two other people as well as protecting myself from aiding and abetting a rogue 
government.
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I began my individual legal/lawful stance against the corrupted system in 2010 by conditionally 
accepting an £80 fine that I had received from DVLA for not displaying a tax disc. After 
completing a simple process of putting all concerned on Notice (i.e., police, courts, DVLA etc) 
that I was standing in lawful rebellion, and that I had lawful excuse not to consent to their illegal 
demands for tax, summonses, fines etc, and that it would be a criminal offence for me to do so, I 
achieved a stalemate situation whereby nobody would act against me because if they did they 
would be acting against the British constitution in full knowledge of the facts, therefore evidently 
aiding and abetting high treason at common law, a very serious crime indeed.

The death penalty still exists in Britain for high treason, never mind what the so called 
government may say. ‘They’ claim that the 1795 Treasonable and Seditious Practices Act was 
repealed in 1998 when the Right Dishonorable Tony Blair introduced the Crime and Disorder 
Act, in chapter 36 he attempted to repeal the 1795 Act and the death penalty for high treason but 
Blair had no lawful authority to do so, and he committed treason in his attempt. He committed 
three counts of high treason in all (among other very serious crimes). He would be in prison today
if only the people would stand united under the common law in lawful rebellion as the law 
demands. The remedy to this mess relies on the people uniting and rejecting their demands, whilst
at the same time demanding that the police act according to the evidenced facts and assist the 
people in this monumental struggle, all it takes is numbers – Your country needs YOU!!! The 
corporations (led by the Bankster’s) have taken over the governments of Britain and the 
commonwealth alike. All elections for the past few decades have been rigged, allowing the 
corporate elite criminals to rule by deception and coercion.

This can only continue if the people are kept in the dark or decide to do nothing once they have 
been informed of the facts. Personally, I will never aid and abet such a disgusting regime as that 
would make me equally guilty for their acts of terrorism, paedophilia, genocide and many other 
very serious crimes, which are all well evidenced. I don’t intend to go into all of the problems 
within this publication but you already know things aren’t right. Its time to focus on the remedy 
whilst we still can. I first entered into lawful rebellion in March 2010 by serving two affidavits on
the crown (Buckingham palace) with the first affidavit demanding that the Nice treaty (France) be
repealed and parliament be prorogued (ended its term and calling for a general election). I 
provided them with 40 days (as is required by constitutional law – Article 61 of Magna Carta 
1215) to remedy their unconstitutional behaviour. After 40 days had elapsed with no response I 
denounced my presumed allegiance to the crown within the second affidavit. From there on in my
lawful duty is to distress the crown and reject its alleged authority until redress has been 
achieved.

I didn’t need to individually petition the crown however because previously in 1999 a committee 
of 68 barons had convened to discuss whether or not it was unconstitutional to enter into the EU’s
treaty of Nice (France). The evidence proved that it was an act of high treason to enter into such 
an agreement so they dutifully (according to the correct protocols of British constitutional law) 
petitioned the crown, demanding that she (QE2) not ratify the Nice treaty. After their petition was
only vaguely replied to and the treaty of Nice was passed into law anyway, the barons committee 
invoked Article 61 of the 1215 Magna Carta on the 23rd day of March 2001. It has not since been
revoked publicly by the barons which means that Britain and the entire commonwealth is in a 
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state of open rebellion i.e., the law demands that ALL British and Commonwealth subjects rebel 
against the crown in order to protect the British constitution, whilst doing so we are protecting 
our god given rights and freedoms that the constitution defends (our individual and collective 
sovereignty).

By courageously invoking Article 61 the committee of the barons provided us all with a peaceful 
remedy against the systematic deconstruction of our ancient laws and customs by imposters 
within Westminster. Britain (constitutionally) has a very good system of justice but it has been 
denied us for generations, and most people think that the corporate rules being used today are 
laws! Any rule that does not comply with the British constitution is NOT a law. Rules require 
your consent (tacit or otherwise) and the law of course demands that nobody consent to 
treasonous rules. The common law has our consent because it is fair to all. Britain has ‘National 
Sovereignty’ within a common law jurisdiction. If this is not the case today then treason MUST 
have been committed. Indeed treason has been committed many times and is still being 
committed to this very day. National Sovereignty means that we are all literally kings and queens 
in our own land, it has to be that way if real equality under the law is to exist. ONLY those who 
are working within the system as public servants are at that time, not sovereign beings because 
they are in service to the sovereign (people) until they clock off from work, and once they have, 
they automatically revert back to their natural sovereign state of being.

To cut a long story short I ended up conditionally accepting demands to attend their court 
summonses (for alleged driving offences), not paying any fines that were imposed on me in my 
absence and refusing to consent to an arrest warrant issued by the so called court. I have never 
paid a penny of said fines, never been to court and the police wouldn’t arrest me when I walked 
into Bath city police station (in 2012) to report the crimes being committed against me by various
public servants, including a police chief inspector for roads traffic policing, a court manager, legal
advisor, the attorney general at the time (Dominic Grieve) and, an agent of the DVLA. Five years 
on (2 years doing the process) and still nobody has acted against me for the unpaid £700.00 fine 
or my none appearance in their corrupt courts, yet I am also ignored as I demand a trial by jury on
the matter(s) of treason, coercion, torts against me etc in a properly convened court of law (court 
de jure – court with jury), because it is unlawful for me (or anyone else) to consent to their de 
facto courts, which are nothing more than private corporate entities trading for profit by 
deception, whilst using treasonous rules against us. There are NO courts of law in Britain because
they all gain their authority from the deposed crown. I later went on to help others stand against 
the system when I moved to Glastonbury because nobody in the judiciary, police or government 
would communicate with me, so I went to the people. I later acted with power of attorney for a 
couple of people to further prove article 61’s validity and won every battle that we entered into.

None of these battles went to a hearing in front of a jury as we demanded of course, the demands 
against my clients just fizzled out, summonses were not acted upon by the police, warrant officers
or process servers and bailiffs did not act upon their threats either. We even stopped a 7 day 
committal order to prison for contempt of court issued by a so called district judge process 
included). Two years on and my client has never been dragged into their corporate courts, nor has
she served any time in prison or police stations, no fines have ever been paid by her nor has she 
complied with charges for water and sewage either (which is what the matter was all about). We 
also had HMRC refund £1700.00 to another client whom had previously paid fines for not filling 
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in tax returns for a few years. The fines kept on coming even though she had paid some of them 
under duress because of the threats she had received, so we decided to put the agents of HMRC 
on Notice of the fact that the crown has no authority to make such demands. After HMRC agents 
realized that they had opened the flood gates by eventually zeroing her account and refunding 
what she had already paid, they sent a debt collection agency after her, I believe as a damage 
limitation exercise. The debt collection agency were put on Notice and they handed the matter 
back to HMRC who again zeroed her account. The ONLY argument we used was that they have 
no authority to make any demands since article 61 came into effect…..another rebel brother 
whom has had a similar result against HMRC is now attempting to claim back all the tax he has 
paid since the 23rd March 2001 when article 61 was invoked…there is no reason why he 
shouldn’t succeed but we will see.

I began my rebellious career by claiming to be a “freeman” within my documents, I was a free 
man as I wasn’t in prison and have never been. I stood stubborn on the first point and did not go 
too deeply into their rules until jurisdiction was proven and it never was of course. The freeman 
on the land movement is a very different movement than the lawful rebellion one. A ‘free man’ 
(to my understanding) means someone not already incarcerated and therefore not restricted. Sadly
the freeman movement misdirects good people into using their rules against them. I soon realised 
that by using their rules and attempting to remedy any lawful/legal matter within their courts was 
double think, illegal, and would never remedy the fact that treason is being committed. Instead I 
decided to only use the laws (not rules) of the land (British Constitution) to challenge the system 
and by doing so, defend myself and others against their corruption.

To deny/denounce the British constitution publicly is sedition which is another very serious crime
and is why they ignore our Notices. By ignoring us they tacitly agree to the contents of our 
notices by acquiescence under the law. The same applies if we ignore their notices which is why 
we don’t. All demands on you are unenforceable if you use this remedy correctly but that wont 
stop them trying to scare you into consenting. Courts are not courts of law and they all know it. 
Police constables are nothing more than corporate policy enforcers today, most police men and 
women don’t even know what real law is or where it comes from because they have never been 
educated with regard to the British constitution.
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THE BASIC PROCESS WITH EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSFUL 
NOTICES USED: 
Step 1. Create an Oath of allegiance to the committee of the barons or declare your standing 
under article 61 within a ‘Notice’ served on a Police chief inspector (or above the rank of), or an 
alleged judge, magistrate or any other agent of the crown that has an oath of office. The Oath of 
allegiance can either be sent by recorded post to one of the accepting barons or simply kept as a 
document proving your intent. It needs to be signed and dated by yourself and three signatory 
witnesses to make it a legal instrument, which can then be used as evidence of your lawful 
standing (intent) within any process you may undertake. If your oath is returned or gets lost (if 
you post it to a baron) it doesn’t matter, the fact that you posted it and have a copy proves intent 
and, intent is very important in law. You are no longer an outlaw once you join the rebellion.

Example of an oath of allegiance to the Barons:

To: Lord Craigmyle (for example).
Scottas House, Knoydart,
Invernesshire PH41 4PL
From: Joe Public. Glastonbury Somerset BA6
Sent by recorded post.

Date:
Dear Lord, Craigmyle, 

In full knowledge of treason being committed in Parliament, by delivering the 
Sovereign Peoples of this Common law land into the hands of foreign powers, in 
understanding of some wrongs done by the present holder of the office of Sovereign, 
from whom I now transfer my allegiance, do willingly and wholeheartedly enter into 
lawful rebellion, and I solemnly swear upon my Oath to obey the lords of the barons’ 
committee whom invoked Article 61 of Magna Carta 1215 as long as they act strictly 
according to the constitution at all times, and in accordance with the protocols set out 
within article 61 of Magna Carta 1215 until such times as redress of these present 
wrongs is achieved. 

Sworn and subscribed on: (Date) Signed. 3 Signatory witnesses (anyone on or over the age of 21 
can witness your oath, they do not need to be professional people and nobody is going to question
the validity of your witnesses anyway). 

NOTE…you can word your Oath as you wish as long as you follow the basic structure of its 
intent and purpose. The same applies with all Notices, Affidavits etc.

...
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